Background

Clustering of High BLLs from 2010-2017

Vulnerability

While the Massachusetts commonwealth has made substantial
gains in mitigating the harmful effects of lead exposure through
public health intervention over the past 45 years, lead exposure
remains a significant health risk for children across Massachusetts. The “Healthy People 2020” goal includes the elimination of
blood lead levels (BLLs) > 10µg/dL1. Children under five years
of age are particularly vulnerable to lead poisoning.
The primary source of lead pollution is lead paint in homes. Children who live in pre-1979 housing (the law banning the use of
lead paint was passed in 1978) are more likely to be exposed to
lead2. Moreover, studies have reported, socioeconomic and racial
status are also related to a child’s risk level for lead poisoning 3.
Children living at or below the poverty line are at a significantly
elevated risk of lead exposure. While age of housing, poverty,
and educational attainment of parents play a strong role across
much of the state, racial make‐up has seen to be independently
associated with elevated BLLs in central regions and within urban areas of MA 4.With these indicators, this analysis will compare the prevalence of high BLLs and health equity.

 Are the higher clustering high BLLs communities in/near the
lead exposure vulnerable (low health equity) communities?

Methodology
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To answer the first spatial question, a space time analysis was
done to show the clustering of high child BLLs in MA. The annual children (<age 4) BLLs prevalence data ( > 5µg/dL) per
town from Massachusetts Department of Public Health from the
year of 2010-2017 was used for the analysis. First, a bivariate
clustering using Moran’s I was conducted to show whether the
high BLLs towns are spatially correlated, whether there are clustering present and whether clustering are statistically significant
or not. Local Moran’s I generated the bivariate LISA (BiLISA)
cluster map for high BLLs towns of each year (2010-2017). Then
the standard deviational ellipse tool were used to check if the
high BLLs distribution is elongated with particular orientation.
After that, all the high-high clustering were numbered as 1 and
with the help of field calculator all the high clusters were added
from 2010-2017 to create the hotspot map for the high clusters of
all the past eight years.
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the last eight years? Are there any clustering present in high
BLLs communities?
 Which communities are highly vulnerable for lead exposure in
Massachusetts?
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 Which communities are affected most by lead exposure over

The highest vulnerable communities from the vulnerability map matches with most of the highhigh clustering communities. It matches with greater Boston, areas near Lynn, near New Bedford
with the combined clustering and single year’s high-high cluster. However, there are some high
vulnerable areas which are not colocated with high clustering areas. Hardwick, Ware, and Palmar
are not vulnerable, when there are high clustering present on those areas. Again greater Worchester shows high vulnerability where there is no combined or a single year clustering on that
In order to compare the high BLLs with health equity, a vulnerability analysis was done. The percentage of - houses built beareas. This result could be due to various factors; non-white population and renter occupancy
fore 1978, population (> 25 years) not graduated from high school, children (< 5 years) under poverty level, renter occupancould be a factor as the high-high clustering areas not colocated with high percentage of these
cy, and non-white population were used as the health equity variables. The variables were then reclassified from 1-4 with
two factors.
higher percentages indicating higher values for all five factors. Finally, with the “weighted overlay” tool a “lead exposure
One of the key limitations of this project is that there is no public access to lead incidence data
vulnerability” map was created. The weights were determined by using AHP priority calculator.
and very limited lead exposure data. The pre-1978 housing data could be another limitation of
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Pre-1978 Housing

This project aims to answer the following question:

